
Automate manual processes associated with LCL 
management across non-integrated CFS facilities

Improve communication with vendors and between 
stations

Harmonize data to meet operational standards globally

Achieve up to  35% reduction in time spent per job
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Logistics Orchestration® 

for Global LCL Network Collaboration

Slync.io gives LSPs an easy and agile solution to integrate 
Partners of any maturity level. Powered by award-
winning technology, Slync.io allows LSPs to standardize 
business processes across their global container freight 
station (CFS) networks on a single, flexible platform to 
deliver interoperability between core transportation and 
warehousing systems and unlock ‘single file’ collaboration 
between LCL operators across LSP teams and stations. 
Introducing Logistics Orchestration® for Global LCL Network 
Collaboration.

Cut through the red tape of multi-party logistics managements
Many of today’s control tower solutions offer visibility and analytics across segments of the supply chain network, 
but fall short when it comes to turning those insights into action. Logistics Orchestration® by Slync.io allows 
users to focus on the metrics that matter to unleash a new level of productivity in logistics operations — without 
overcomplicating the task at hand.

www.slync.io

Getting started is as easy as:

Configure
Tailor the platform to your 
supply chain processes

Connect
Integrate all of your disparate 
data sources

Automate
Streamline everyday manual 
processes

Collaborate
Communicate across your 
supply chain partner network

https://www.slync.io/
https://www.slync.io/


Focus on freight flows, not integrations
In a perfect world, all parties in the supply chain would connect and collaborate across interoperable systems 
and follow a standard set of unified procedures. But the reality is that no two consolidators are the same, and 
every business is at a different stage of its digital transformation journey. LSPs often work across a dizzying array 
of systems and lack the time and leverage needed to align processes across a global network of CFS warehouses 
and carriers. The time spent on integrations and communication between parties takes away from your ability to 
focus on the valuable work of ensuring freight flows meet customer expectations.

Logistics Orchestration® for Global LCL Network Collaboration digitalizes all of the manual data exchanged 
between the CFS and the LSP, enabling single platform visibility into CFS processes. Filling the void between 
workflows, technology and communications, Slync.io automatically identifies CFS event updates, detects 
exceptions, notifies operators, and ingests information back into your Systems of Record. Think of it as your one-
stop-shop to drive standardization, speed and scale across the global consolidation network. 

The path toward digital transformation has never been easier. With Logistics 
Orchestration® by Slync.io, your team gains greater control, certainty, 
context and speed in managing workflows and driving better outcomes for 
your customers. Stop managing your inbox and start managing your LCL 
shipments better today. 

Data Flows: seamlessly ingest and output complex 
data from multiple sources (port, CFS, origin, 
destination)

Single source of truth for sharing data across multiple teams, time zones and 
parties

Incident management: rapidly identify, escalate and 
address damaged, short, overlanded and missing 
shipments

Reduce issues resolution time and analyze exception trends effortlessly

Condition validation for import - manage claims, 
pictures, condition, visibility

Increase overall agility and adaptability to new business requirements by 
leveraging flexible platform architecture
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Business process automation: create configurable 
rule- and time-based workflows around inbound & 
outbound containers

Improve productivity by automating non-value add, manual activities

Multi-party collaboration: digitized over, short & 
damaged experience for smooth interaction and 
information flow among container freight, gateway 
and origin stations

Enable deeper, real-time collaboration between teams or faster alignment & 
effective outcomes

Auto schedule pickups with 24 hours of pre-advice

The Solution:

The Results:

5895-9985-059.931

950 E. State Hwy 114 Suite 160
Southlake, TX 76092

+1 (817) 541-9788

connect@slync.io

Intelligent Process Automation for Global Logistics
Slync.io is a SaaS operating platform for global shippers and logistics service 
providers that delivers higher productivity and process efficiency through 
intelligent automation. Logistics Orchestration® is an end-to-end service offering 
that revolutionizes costly back-office processes in global logistics operations. 
Slync.io connects disparate systems, ingests structured and unstructured datasets, 
orchestrates teams, and automates processes seamlessly together delivering 
unprecedented levels of efficiency for logisticians.
Get connected, visit www.slync.io. © 2021, Slync, Inc. All rights reserved.
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